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Reviewed by Margaret E. Baron, 
London, England 
Although considerable progress has been made in the publi- 
cation of the S;imtliche Schriften und Briefe of Gottfried 
Wilhelm Leibniz by the Deutsche Akademie der Wissenschaften in 
Berlin, this is the first volume to appear in the third series, 
which deals with the mathematical and scientific correspondence. 
The present volume is concerned primarily with Leibniz's 
mathematical correspondence during his period in Paris, 1672- 
1676. This, of course, includes the two London visits in 
which Leibniz met members of the Royal Society and the crucial 
interchange of letters between Collins, Oldenburg, Tschirnhaus, 
and Leibniz concerning the work of Gregory and Newton as well 
as the new results obtained by Leibniz himself. 
The historical background to the preparation of this volume 
dates from the establishment (1901-1903) of a France-German 
project to catalogue all the surviving Leibniz manuscripts. Of 
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the ten projected volumes, only two appeared. Of these, Albert 
Rivaud's Catalogue critique des manuscrits de Leibniz, Fast. II 
(Mars 1672-Novembre 1676), (P 't 01 iers 1914-24), provided a 
foundation for more detailed studies of Leibniz' early 
mathematical work. France-German cooperation was disturbed 
by the first World War but, by 1931, progress had been made in 
Berlin in re-constructing the development of the Leibnizian 
calculus. Early papers were contributed by D. Mahnke, H. 
Wieleitner and J. E. Hofmann. Mahnke was entrusted by the 
Berlin Academy with the task of preparing for publication the 
mathematical correspondence of Leibniz and, on Mahnke's death 
in 1939, the work was taken over by J. E. Hofmann. Subsequently, 
when Hofmann was obliged to leave Berlin, he continued his 
work under very great difficulties, supported mainly by his 
wife, Josepha Hofmann. Hofmann's first detailed account of the 
development of the Leibnizian calculus (Die Entwicklungsgeschichte 
der Leibnizian Mathematik w2hrend des Aufenthaltes in Paris), 
published in 1949, inevitably suffered from the fact that 
Hofmann was, at that time, unable to check and verify all the 
primary source materials. An English translation of this work 
(Leibniz in Paris, 1672-1676) appeared in 1974, the original 
text being considerably revised and with much improved 
documentation. Even so, it remained a very difficult task 
for any reader of the book to check and confirm Hofmann's findings 
because of the necessity to refer constantly to innumerable 
published sources (some of these being inaccurate and others 
incomplete) or to study the original manuscripts. 
The present volume was already in the press in 1973 and was 
intended by Hofmann to be read alongside of Leibniz in Paris 
so that the letters would supplement and document the account. 
Unfortunately publication was delayed due to Hofmann's untimely 
death. The Leibniz-Archiv of the Niedersachsischen 
Landesbibliothek undertook to complete the work and this was 
done with the assistance of H.-J. Hess, Josepha Hofmann, 
C. J. Scriba and other associates. 
The texts of all letters, excerpts from letters, and comments 
on letters, whether written or received by Leibniz during the 
period 1672-1676, are given, so far as is possible, from the 
original handwritten manuscripts--in Latin, English, French, 
Dutch and German, together with detailed indexes (in English, 
French, and German) and explanatory notes (in German). 
In the introduction (XIX-XXI) Hofmann describes the 
techniques he has followed in dealing with this difficult and 
sometimes almost indecipherable material. Dating is given 
according to the original manuscript and followed wherever 
necessary by the Gregorian form. Wherever doubt exists the 
evidence in support of a particular (or approximate) dating is 
fully explored. If it appears that a letter at some time 
existed but the original has disappeared, the evidence for its 
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existence is presented and the content indicated. Because, at 
that time, there were no firm rules in respect of punctuation, 
accents and spelling, a policy of 'Normalisierung' has been 
adopted. So far as I understand it this means that accents 
are omitted from the Latin text, punctuation is introduced to 
make for easier reading, and spelling and orthography are 
adapted according to the best and most usual practice of the 
time. It goes without saying that all editorial amendments or 
insertions are carefully identified through variations in the 
style of print, through systematised use of brackets, and 
through meticulous footnotes conveniently placed immediately 
below the text. All insertions, marginal notes, and comments 
made by the sender or the recipient of the letter are similarly 
dealt with. 
Although only 98 letters are listed in the contents, in 
some cases a letter is given in as many as five or six different 
forms from the first draft (possibly not sent and possibly 
discussed and amended) to the finalised form. References to 
each handwritten manuscript are given in capitals and these 
are followed by details of all previous publications (either in 
whole or in part) and using the corresponding small letter so 
that it is immediately clear from which hand-written manuscript 
the printed version is derived. 
Most of the letters have been printed previously in one 
form or another but there are a number, previously unpublished, 
which have only been known either from Hofmann's accounts, or 
from a study of the original manuscript sources. Letter 39, 
for example, Leibniz fur Huygens [Oktober 16741 is the well- 
known account of Leibniz' arithmetical quadrature of the 
circle: Hofmann prints the original Latin and French drafts 
and the final fair copy, presumably intended for publication 
in the Journal des Scavants. 
Huygens' pencilled n&es. 
Full details are given of all 
It is necessary to make the comment that, presumably 
because of the delay in publication following Hofmann's 
death, many of the letters noted as 'Bisher ungedruckt' are now 
available elsewhere. This is particularly the case in the 
Collins-Oldenburg-Leibniz correspondence, most of which is now 
available in Volume IX, The Correspondence of Henry Oldenburg, 
(editors A. Rupert Hall and Marie Boas Hall), University of 
Wisconsin Press, 1975. Furthermore, Collins' letters seem to 
have suffered somewhat through Hofmann's 'Normalisierung' and 
the Hall version is definitely preferable. (III comparing the 
versions I have detected one or two minor misprints in Hofmann's 
version.) The English translations of the Latin correspondence 
between Oldenburg and Leibniz (given by Hall) are also so 
valuable to the reader that it is unfortunate that, even at a 
late stage, opportunity could not have been found to refer to 
this material. 
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The absence of translations is to be regretted--but one 
cannot have everything. Hofmann’s copious footnotes go far 
beyond what is required to note errors and to interpret the 
text. They provide a full and detailed commentary on the 
historical background to all matters under discussion. As for 
the introduction, Hofmann takes a further opportunity to survey 
the development of Leibniz’ early mathematical work and the 
relevance of this correspondence for the Newton-Leibniz 
controversy regarding priority in the invention of the calculus. 
Very briefly, the evidence assembled by Hofmann, and presented 
by him many times in one form or another, establishes that 
Leibniz, before his second visit to London, developed his 
infinitesimal methods unaided and uninfluenced by others. The 
letters he received from Collins and Oldenburg regarding the 
work of Gregory and Newton, and the excerpts he made from the 
papers he saw in London through the good offices of Collins 
were largely concerned with the “doctrine of series.” Leibni z ’ 
purpose in making the excerpts was linked with his aim of 
synthesising all existing mathematics through his new calculus. 
Hofmann’ s view has increasingly gained support through on-going 
Newtonian research. Although, with the publication of this 
volume, the documentation for the early period is vastly improved, 
Hofmann is obliged to refer to countless other sources for the 
account of the controversy itself. One is tempted to feel that 
a full review of the controversy and the accusations of 
plagiarism made against Leibniz might have been delayed until 
all the relevant correspondence had been brought together 
through the publication of subsequent volumes in this series. 
On the other hand, had this policy been adopted, we would have 
lost the benefit of the insights, knowledge and experience gained 
by Hofmann, who devoted his life to these studies. One can 
only hope that plans have been made for the publication of 
further volumes in this series and that we will not have too 
long to wait before all the Leibniz mathematical correspondence 
becomes available in a single collected edition. 
LA MATEMATICA COME SISTEMA IPOTETICO-DEDUTTIVO, PROFILO STORICO. 
By Silvio Maracchia. Firenze (Felice Le Monnier) . 1975. 
219 pp. L. 6000. 
Reviewed by Hubert C. Kennedy, 
Providence College, RI 02918 
There is little of interest in this book for the serious 
historian of mathematics. There is much in it, however, that 
could interest the curious non-mathematician, despite--or 
perhaps because of--the generous sprinkling of ‘curiosities’ : 
the phrase “a titolo di curiosita riportiamo” occurs some dozen 
